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ABSTRACT 

The optimal mean-variance hedging strategy is derived for the case that 
the stochastic process of traded assets satisfies an autonomous stochastic differ- 
ential equation. The result extends work of Duffie and Richardson (1991) and 
Schweizer (1992). 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

1.1. THE PROBLEM 

Let T be some finite planing horizon and L a stochastic liability. Let 
Ft, 0 5 t 2 T, be the price process of some asset which can be traded. 
We neglect interest rates or assume that all prices are discounted. We 
neglect transaction costs as well. If & is the number of pieces of asset 
Ft held at time t then 

.I 
T 

GT(~)= &tlF, 
0 

is the accumulated gain for the dynamic trading strategy 8 in [O,T]. 
We shall consider the problem of identifying the trading strategy 19 for 
which the gain GT(~) matches L best, in the sence that the squared 
error 

E(L- GT(@)~ 
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is minimized. This is an old problem for which, surprisingly, a complete 
solution is not yet given. 

The problem dates back at least to the famous paper of Black and 
Scholes (1973). There a geometric Brownian motion Ft is considered, 
and it is shown that for L = (FT - I<)+ - LO there exists a trading 
strategy 6’ for which [l] is zero. Here Lo is an appropriate centering 
constant: it is the mean of (FT - K)+ under the equivalent martingale 
measure for Ft. The trading strategy 6’ clearly minimizes [I]. The 
centering constant LO is the equilibrium price for the call option (FT - 
K)+, the Black-&holes price, and 29* is the perfect hedge for L. If L 
is not centered or if there is more than one source of randomness, then 
the risk [l] cannot be eliminated in general. 

Strategies of this type can be used to reduce the risk of a portfolio 
with the help of futures. For this application, L = C + ST, where C 
represents costs (or some fixed desired gain) and ST is the value of the 
portfolio at the end of the planning horizon [O,T], and Ft is the futures 
price at time t. 

1.2. THE PROBABILISTIC SETUP 

Let V,, W,, 0 < t 5 T, be two standard Wiener processes on a 
probability space (0, .T, P) which are stochastically independent, and 
let (Ft,O 5 t 5 T) be the filtration generated by (V, W). Let F,, 
0 5 t < T, be a square integrable continuous semimartingale admitting 
the representation 

PI dFt = atdt + btdWt 

with predictable processes at, bt for which 

E T(af+bz)dt<cc. J 0 

We assume that the process at/bt is bounded, uniformly in 0 5 t < T 
and w E 0. Since we assume that Ft is given, we need no Lipschitz 
conditions on at, bt which guarantee the existence of a solution for [2] 
(see Rogers and Williams (1987), p. 265). Write 0 for the set of all 
possible strategies, i.e. for all predictable processes 6t for which 

J 
T 

E ti2b2dt < cm . t t 
0 
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This assumption implies that for all possible trading strategies the gain 
GT(~) is square integrable with respect to P. Write P(P) for the set 
of all &-measurable random variables with finite absolute moment of 
order p under P. The liability L is assumed to be in LP(P), for some 
P > 2, 

PI ELp<cqp>2. 

Let Q be the probability measure with P-density 

T 2 

J ) ““dt . 
0 bT 

The probability measure Q is a martingale measure for Ft in the sense 
that under Q the process Ft : 0 < t < T, i s - a square integrable martin- 
gale. The martingale measure for Ft is not unique in the given setup. 
Notice that 2 E LP(P) for all p 2 1, and hence L E L2(Q). Furthermore, 
l/Z E Lp(P) for all p 2 1. 

For 0 5 t 5 T and X E Ll(P) write Et(X) for the conditional 
expectation of X, given Ft. 

Since we are dealing with two different probability measures, ex- 
pectations have to be labelled: we write E and Et for expectations and 
conditional expectations under the probability P, and ,6 and ,!?t for the 
corresponding quantities under the probability Q. 

1.3. THE SOLUTION OF SCHWEIZER 

Schweizer (1992) presents a solution 6* for the case that 

PI at/h is deterministic 

i.e., doesn’t depend on w. The solution can be given in terms of the 
present gain at time t: 

J 
t 

Gt(29*) = d,‘dF, 
0 

and Ito’s representation for L: 

L= Lo+~TgtdF~+~Thtd14 ; 
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it is 

[51 8; = gt + (Lt - Gt@*))at/b; . 

Here, 

Lt=~tL=Lo+Joly.dF*+Jlnth,dV,. 

The case [4] covers the situation considered in Duffie and Richardson 
(1991). The computation of gt is not straightforward, it is based on 
Clark’s formula which is discussed below. 

In order to show the effect of optimal trading, we compute the risk 
for 19*. It is given by 

PI 

E( L - GT(~*))~ = Lz exp 

Here, 

If L is constant (or ht G 0) and at is bounded away from zero, uniformly 
in t and w, then the risk is decreasing exponentially. The asymptotic 
behaviour of the risk in case ht # 0 is less transparent because of 
ZT + 0. 

1.4. THE RESULTS 

In this paper we derive the optimal trading strategy for the case 
that in the Ito representation of Z under fi the second source of ran- 
domness is not present: 

J 
T 

z=zo+ ztdFt . 
0 

This case covers Schweizer’s situation 141. Furthermore, it covers the 
case of an autonomous stochastic differential equation for Ft in which 
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the coefficients at, bt are functions of Ft alone. The situation [8] is even 
more general: the predictable process zt may depend on the process Vt 
as well. 

In the case of [8], the optimal trading strategy is given by 

PI 8; = gt - (Lt - Gt(ti*))~t/Zt 

Here, Z, = &Z = ze + s,” a,dF,. The risk for this trading strategy is 
given by 

PI E(L - GT(S*))~ = 2 + BZEZ 
s 

T h2 
tdt 

0 z,” 

For this solution, not only gt but both, gt and .zt, have to be computed 
(or simulated) with Clark’s formula. 

Our result doesn’t given a complete solution to the hedging prob- 
lem, since there are cases in which the Ito representation 

ill1 Z=io+~Ts,dFt+~TxtdK 

has non-vanishing process zt. For the discrete case, the computation of 
an optimal strategy is always possible; see below. 

2. PROOFS AND TECHNICAL DETAILS 

2.1. PROOF OF OPTIMALITY 

Recall that a possible trading strategy 6’ is optimal if and only if 
for all possible trading strategies ti we have 

ml E(L - GT(T~*))GT(,~) = 0 . 

Let kt = ht/Zt. Then 

P31 
J 

T 

B k;dt <co . 
0 

For this, use L E LP(P) and the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities 
(see Rogers and Williams (1987)). F or some constant c to be determined 
later let At = c + s’ k,dV,. If 9 is a possible trading strategy, then 

1141 EGT(TJ)ZAT = ,6GT(~)A~ = 0 . 
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Hence the trading strategy given in [9] is optimal provided 

L - GT(9*) = ZAT . 

Define Xt = Lt - GT(TJ*) - ,&A,, where Lt = &L. We choose c such 
that Xo = 0; this is the case for 

WI c = iLlleZ. 

The process Xt is a semimartingale which satisfies the stochastic differ- 
ential equation 

dXt = (gt - ti;)dFt + htdVr - ZtktdV, - AtztdFt . 

Here we used the fact that Z, and At are orthogonal &martingales, 
and hence ZtAt is a &martingale, too. Inserting 6* yields 

dX, = $ XtdFt . 

The only solution to this equation with initial condition Xo = 0 is 
Xt = 0 according to Doleans theorem (see Rogers and Williams (1987)). 
This proves optimally of ti*. 

From our representation 

L - GT(I~*) = ZAT 

we obtain the equation [lo]: 

P71 

iI81 

E(L - G#*))’ = EZ2A$ = l?Z (c I’ ktdVt)2 + 

s 

T 
= 2oc2 + z&k k,2dt . 

0 

2.2. S~HWEIZER’S CASE 

If at/bt is deterministic, then the computation of .zt and Z, is easy. 
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Let 
t 

Ut =exp - 
(I 

aSdws-; t a2 

0 b9 J ) 
9 ds 

o b: 
which is a P-martingale but not a p-martingale. Then 

Utexp (I” $dS) 
is a p-martingale and hence 

Zt = Ut exp 
T a2 

(J ) 
Ads . 

t b: 

We obtain 

-% UtdWt exp 
t 

(l’$ds) -lJt$exp(~T$ds)di=-Zt~dFt 

and this implies zt = -&a& or 

PI -zt/Zt = at/b: I 

2.3. CLARK'S FORMULA 

The bivariate Ito representation theorem states that for two or- 
thogonal P-martingales V, W generating the filtration 3t and for any 
square integrable 3T-measurable random variable 2,’ there exist pre- 
dictable processes zt, yt for which 

and a constant xc satisfying 

X=xo+~Tz,dV,+~TytdWt. 

Here [V] and [W] are the quadratic variation processes of V and W, 
respectively. 
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The computation of the integrands xt and yt in Ito’s representation 
is not straightforward. Since they are defined through an infinitesimal 
relation, they camrot be simulated directly, since simulations of stochas 
tic processes are possible in discrete time only. Here Clark’s formula is 
extremely useful. We shall give an ad hoc application of it. A precise 
formulation and proof can be found in Rogers and Williams (1987). 

Let 6 be a generic positive number converging to 0. For stochastic 
processes Yt we write YS = o(6) if Ya/6 -+ 0 in L2(P). So, e.g., 

PO1 Ft+s - Ft = at6 + bt(bVt+a - Wt) + o(6) 

EtFt+G = Ft + at6 + o(S) . 

With this notation the intcgrands are defined via 

WI EtX(Vt+6 - vt) = xt[V]d + o(6) 
P21 EtX(14ft+6 - wt) = yt Wltb + 46) . 

Assume now that X can be differentiated with respect to small incre- 
ments of V and W in the following sense: 

x = X,(V) + (&+a - &)x;(v) + R,(V) 
x = X,(W) + (Wt+s - W&q(W) + R,(W) 

where 

Et(Vt+s - Vt)fh(V) = 46) 
Et(wtl.6 - W,)&(W) = o(@ 

where X,(V) and (vt+6 - vt) as Well as Xt (Iv) and (wt+J - wt) are 
stochastically independent and Xi(V), Xl(lV) are square integrable. If 
interchanging of limits and integrals can be justified, then 

xt = EtX;(V)/[Vlt 

yt = EtX;PWP’lt 

For example, if X = I with smooth function f, and if 
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then 

J 
T X=3&+ CCtdvt with Zt = &f’(VT)/$ . 

0 

If, e.g., at/b; = e(Ft) and a;/@ = ~“(6’~) for some smooth functions e 

and f, then 2 = zo + JOT ztdFt with 

( J 
T 

PI zt = l&Z -e(Ft) - 
t 

e’(F,)dF, + i lT i’(F8)ds) /b: . 

The quantity in [23] can be simulated. 

For the computation of gt in Ito’s representation for L 

we have to swich from increments of Ft to increments of Wt. Our 
starting point is the identity 

gt@ = fitL(Ft+~ - Ft) + o(S) 

Using [20] we obtain 

Using the relation 

&x = EtZX/U, 

and the product rule, we finally end up with 

PI bzgt = a&t + btEt(Z,‘(W)L + ZL~(W))/U, . 

Here, Z;(W) and L:(W) have the same interpretation as X$(W) above. 
Also the expression in (241 can be simulated. For the art of simulat- 
ing solutions of stochastic differential equations see the monograph of 
Kloeden and Platen (1992). 
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2.4. THE DISCRETE CASE 

In discrete time, the construction of an optimal trading strategy 
can always be done by a backtracking procedure. In the discrete setup 
we assume that 3t are the sigma-fields of events observable up to time 
t, t = 0,. . . , T, and that L is 3T-measurable and Ft is 3t-measurable, 
and L and F,, t =O,... ,T, are square integrable. Again we write Et for 
the conditional expectation, given 3t. We construct a trading strategy 
tit, t = 0,. . . ) T - 1, which minimizes 

1251 
T-l 

> 

2 

L - c %(Ft+l - Ft) t=o 
recursively. Assume that 60, . . . , &&2 are chosen and we have to find 
the optimal &-r minimizing [25]. We write Pt for the value of our 
portfolio at time t: 

t-1 

Pt = -j$W’s+~ - F,) . 
s=o 

Since [25] equals 

P31 EE~-~(L-PT)~= EET-l(L-PT-I - ~T--~(FT--~T-I))~ 

and in the inner integral &-i is deterministic, we obtain the optimal 
value for &j-r by differentiation, which yields 

P71 ~T~ET-I(FT - FT-I)~ = ET-I(L - PT-~)(FT - FT-1) . 

With this choice and the shorthand notation A = FT - FT-1 1251 reads 

E(L - PT-1)2 - E&A2 = 

E(L - PT-1)2 - EE$-,(L - PT-1) - A/ET-~A~) = 

EL2 _ EE;-lLA - 2E&lL 
ET-IA 

ET-I A2 
1 - A---- 

ET-~ A2 
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Minimizing [25] is equivalent to the choice of [27] for ~99~~1 and mini- 
mizing 

l?(LT-I - P*-1)2 

with 
E;-,A 

’ - ET-~A~ 

and l? is the measure defined by 

Notice that E;-, A < ET_lA2, and equality holds only if A is 3T-l- 
measurable. In an arbitrage free market, 3T-l-measurable of A implies 
A = 0, and for A = 0 any choice of &-1 is optimal. So the possibility 
E;-IA = ET-~A~ may be excluded. 
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